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Executive Summary

Project Objective
The objective of this project is to build a fuzzing testbed called LEFT (LTE-Oriented EmulationInstrumented Fuzzing Testbed) for evaluating resiliencies of commodity LTE-enabled mobile devices
against misbehaved basestations. Although mobile devices stay on the edge of the mobile communication systems, their vulnerabilities, if exploited, may cause significant damage to the nation’s
critical infrastructures. Mobile device vendors can use LEFT to find vulnerabilities of their devices
before shipping them to the market.

What have we done in the project?
We have accomplished the following tasks in this project:
• Set up an LTE emulator to communicate with various Android mobile devices through software defined radio;
• Instrument the LTE emulator to support fuzzing at multiple protocol stack layers;
• Develop techniques to extract various responses from Android mobile devices to malformed
messages;
• Develop methods to evaluate resiliencies of a mobile device based on its responses;
• Design and implement a genetic algorithm for searching misbehaviors of basestations that
can elicit vulnerable states of mobile devices;
• Demonstrate capabilities of LEFT with multiple commodity mobile devices.

What have we found from the project?
Using LEFT to evaluate five commodity cell phones, we have found that three of them cannot
attach to any basestation until they are rebooted, if attacked by a rogue basestation.

What are our next steps?
We will continue developing new features of LEFT to cover a broader spectrum of resiliency issues
associated with LTE mobile systems.
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Overview

The recent proliferation of mobile devices has posed unprecedented challenges to the nation’s mobile
communication infrastructure. Mobile devices’ growing appetites for various online resources and
contents demand higher communication capacities from the mobile communication infrastructure.
In the last decade, we have witnessed rapid evolution of mobile technologies, ranging from the
2G/GSM systems to the 3G/UMTS systems and then to the current 4G/LTE systems. According
to the GSMA Intelligence, it is estimated that the number of 4G/LTE connections will increase from
500 million at the end of 2014 to 2.8 billion by 2020 worldwide [2]. On the other hand, numerous
mobile devices have been shipped with little or no security protection, and their vulnerabilities
can be potentially exploited by adverse parties to compromise the nation’s mobile communication
infrastructure. The security risks posed by vulnerable individual devices have been documented in a
number of reports, such as the SMS flooding attack [4], man-in-the-middle attacks due to SSL/TLS
vulnerabilities [7], and the recent Mirai botnet attack [3]. There is thus an urgent need to ensure
that our next-generation mobile communication infrastructure can resist against malicious attacks
from misbehaved mobile devices it connects.
Long-Term Evolution (LTE) is a standard for high-speed wireless communication for mobile
phones and data terminals, based on the GSM/EDGE and UMTS/HSPA technologies[6]. A typical
LTE system, which is illustrated in Figure 1, includes three key components:
• UE (User Equipment): A UE is a mobile device used by the user to communicate with
each other or a remote host on the Internet.
• E-UTRAN (Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network): The E-UTRAN
consists of cell stations named as eNobeBs in LTE parlance.
• EPC (Evolved Packet Core): Inside the EPC, which is a packet-only network, an S-GW
(Serving Gateway) is responsible for handoffs among different eNodeBs, and also data transfer
of packets across the u-plane of LTE. The P-GW acts as a middleman between the LTE network and other packet data networks such as the Internet. The MME (Mobility Management
Entity), as the key control node in an LTE system, performs various functionalities including
initiating paging and authentication of mobile devices, location tracking, and radio resource
management.
The LTE standards are fairly complicated, as evidenced by their protocol stacks shown in
Figure 2. On the data plane, the user’s traffic generated from the application layer of the UE goes
through the PDCP layer (header compression/decompression, ciphering/deciphering, and integrity
protection), the RLC layer (segmentation, concatenation, and reassembly of data chunks), the
MAC layer (error correction), and then the PHY layer (data transmission) before it is delivered to
a nearby eNodeB. Once receiving the IP packets over the air, the eNodeB encapsulates them first
with GTP headers, and then with UDP and IP headers, before forwarding them to the SGW. These
packets further traverse the SGW and then PGW before being sent to their destinations outside the
LTE network. The control plane is even more complicated, which includes the NAS layer shared
by UE and MME (supporting mobility management, authentication, and security control), the
RRC layer shared by UE and eNodeB (supporting paging, QoS management, mobility functions,
and security functions such as key management), the S1AP layer shared by eNodeB and MME
3

Figure 1: LTE overall structure

Figure 2: The protocol stack of the LTE architecture. Protocol names in bold are LTE specific. Key
acronyms used in the picture include: NAS (Non-Access Stratum), RRC (Radio Resource Control), PDCP
(Packet Data Convergence Protocol), RLC (Radio Link Control), S1 AP (S1 Application Protocol), X2 AP
(X2 Application Protocol), and GTP (GPRS Tunneling Protocol). Notations on solid lines represent the
corresponding signaling interfaces.

(E-UTRAN Radio Access Bearer function, S1 interface management, and location reporting), and
the X2AP layer shared by different eNodeBs (X2 interface management, load management, and
mobility management).
The goal of this project is to build a fuzzing testbed called LEFT (LTE-Oriented EmulationInstrumented Fuzzing Testbed) for evaluating resiliencies of UEs against misbehaved eNodeBs.
Although UEs only stay on the edge of the mobile communication systems, their vulnerabilities, if
exploited, may cause significant damage to the critical infrastructures. For instance, compromised
UEs can be used to flood the SMS service [4] or launch Mirai-like botnet attacks against critical
information systems [3]. Moreover, we would like to build LEFT capabilities in an incremental
manner. The testbed is considerably easier to set up for fuzzing UEs than fuzzing the other
components of LTE systems. Our knowledge about LTE systems accumulated when building
LEFT for fuzzing UEs will be instrumental in accomplishing our extended project plan of fuzzing
the other LTE subsystems.
The LEFT testbed used to fuzz UEs is illustrated in Figure 3. It includes an LTE emulation
4

Figure 3: The architecture of LEFT
environment that uses a USRP board, which is a popular SDR (Software Defined Radio) board,
as its front end for processing LTE signals, and the OpenAirInterface emulator as its backend
for emulating the protocol stacks of LTE subsystems such as eNodeB and MME. To support UE
fuzzing, we plan to add a fuzzing-specific bit vector to each protocol on eNodeB’s protocol stack,
which indicates how to modify the messages processed by it that will be sent to the UE under test
eventually. The configuration of the OpenAirInterface emulator is then the concatenation of the
bit vectors from all the protocols on eNodeB’s protocol stack, and as mentioned earlier, each such
configuration is deemed as a chromosome in the genetic algorithm used by the UE fuzzer.
The feedback from the UE under test is used to measure its resilience against ill-formed messages
sent from the OpenAirInterface emulator. There are different types of feedbacks from the UE,
including:
• Responses directly observable from the UE: For example, a UE may become frozen after
receiving an ill-formed message.
• Reply packets received by the emulated eNodeB: The reply packet as a response to an ill-formed
message may indicate that the UE is behaving incorrectly. Analysis of such packets requires
cooperation of the LTE emulator to provide the feedback to the UE fuzzer.
• Internal state changes of the UE: The UE may enter a faulty state after receiving the illformed message. To discover such state changes, it is necessary to instrument the UE with
system monitoring capabilities.
The resilience measure of the UE will be calculated based on all these different types of responses
from the UE under test, and then used by the fuzzer to decide the next configuration for evaluation.
The fuzzer’s decisions are affected by the weights assigned to the different types of responses in the
resilience measure. For example, a higher weight assigned to a frozen status will guide the fuzzer
5

towards finding more scenarios under which the UE becomes unresponsive after receiving ill-formed
messages from the emulated eNodeB.
In the following discussion, we shall elaborate on how we set up LEFT. As illustrated in Figure 3,
LEFT includes two main functionalities:
• Emulation: Interaction between the OpenAirInterface LTE emulator and the USRP board
along with the LTE antenna;
• Fuzzing: The message loop between the OpenAirInterface LTE emulator, the UE fuzzer,
and the UEs under study.

6

2

Emulation Functionality

In this section, we introduce how to set up the OpenAirInterface LTE emulator based on the
instructions provided at the project wiki [5, 6]. However, due to the active development of the
project, some of the instructions have become obsolete and thus do not work any more. In our
discussion, we shall highlight the solutions we have developed to address the technical challenges
we have met when setting up the OpenAirInterface LTE emulator.

2.1

Hardware setup for the LTE emulator

The LEFT testbed, we build the EPC and eNodeB components of the OpenAirInterface LTE
emulator separately on different hardware platforms. Therefore, two separate computers are recommended for EPC and eNodeB, respectively. Although VMs (virtual machines) can be used to test
the compilation and execution of the OpenAirInterface LTE emulator, they are not recommended
for use in the LEFT testbed due to some real-time issues.
To enable communications between the LTE emulator and the UEs, LEFT uses the USRP
(Universal Software Radio Peripheral) B210 model, as illustrated in Figure 4, along with compatible
LTE antennae. To prevent interference with normal LTE network operations, the USRP B210 board
should be placed in a faraday cage during the experiments. Currently, LEFT uses a faraday cage
manufactured by Ramsey Electronics, the STE 3600 model [8].
The current implementation of the LEFT testbed includes a dual-core laptop, Dell Inspiron
5000 with I7-6500U (see Figure 5(1)) to emulate the eNodeB, and a quad-core mini-workstation,
Lenovo M700 with I7-6700T (see Figure 5(2)) to emulate the EPC of the LTE network. The USB
3.0 port, instead of the USB 2.0 port, of the USRP B210 board, should be used to connect with the
laptop that emulates the eNodeB. Moreover, the laptop and the mini-workstation are connected
directly with an Ethernet cable.

2.2

UE (User Equipment)

The UEs that are supported by LEFT can be any unlocked Android phone, or even LTE dongles.
We are currently testing the following phones:
• Samsung Galaxy 5 (Verizon) (See Figure 5(1));
• Huawei Honor 6X;
• LG G5;
• LG Google Nexus 5X H791;
• BLU LIFE One X2;
• Asus ZenFone Zoom (ZX551ML-23-4G64G-BK with Atom).
In the following, we present the specific requirements on the UEs that can be tested by LEFT,
using the Samsung Galaxy 5 phone as a running example.
Android version
7

(1) One side

(2) The other side

Figure 4: USRP B210 and faraday cage

(1) Laptop emulating eNodeB

(2) Mini-workstation emulating EPC

Figure 5: Machines used by the LTE emulator
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Figure 6: AOSP 6.0.1 Desktop
• Any version no earlier than 4.4.1 should work flawlessly. LEFT requires the logcat or dmesg
utilities in ADB to extract responses from the phone being tested.
• Example: the Samsung Galaxy 5 we have tested uses the AOSP (Android Open Source
Project) Version 6.0.1 (Figure 6).
SIM lock
• The UE is recommended to be SIM unlocked; otherwise, its SIM card has to be programmed
with specific carrier information (which will be mentioned later).
• Example: The Samsung Galaxy S5 (Verizon) phone is unlocked by default.
Supported bands
• The default configuration of eNodeB in the OpenAirInterface LTE emulator supports band
4, 7, 13, and 38. If the cell phone supports any of these bands, there is no necessity to change
the band setting of the cell phone.
• Example: As Verizon supports band 1, 4, and 13, we can use either band 4 or 13 without
changing the default configuration of OpenAirInterface.
APN (Access Point Name) settings

9

(1) Screenshot 1

(2) Screenshot 2

(3) Screenshot 3

Figure 7: Screenshots of APN settings on the Samsung Galaxy 5 phone
The APN is the configuration of a UE that sets up a connection to the gateway between its carrier
network and the public Internet. The following steps are followed to configure the APN of a UE
tested by LEFT:
• Create a new APN configuration in the UE and set it to default.
• The name of the configuration can be arbitrary but APN should be oai ipv4 and Bearer be
LTE.
• Both the APN protocol and the APN roaming protocol should be IPv4. For old versions of
Android phones, we need not do this, but new versions of Android phones may support IPv6
or a mixed IPv4/IPv6 protocol stack, which has not yet been supported by OpenAirInterface).
• Example: On the Samsung Galaxy 5 phone, we can set APN as shown in Figure 7.
SIM card
• The sysmoUSIM-SJS1 SIM card (Figure 8) has been recommended by OpenAirInterface.
• The SIM cards should have known authentication keys (Ki ), which are needed for HSS configuration, and their ADM keys are needed to customize the SIM cards.
SIM card programming
LEFT uses the following commands to write customized information into a SIM card:
10

Figure 8: sysmoUSIM-SJS1

0

# if you don’t know the ADM key of your SIM card, you cannot program it and have to
use its own MCC (Mobile Country Code), MNC (Mobile Network Code), Ki
(Authentication Key) and OPcode in EPC configuration.
> sudo apt-get install pcscd pcsc-tools libccid libpcsclite-dev python-pyscard #
install basic packages
> pcsc_scan # check status of connectivity of the SIM card writer
> git clone git://git.osmocom.org/pysim pysim && cd pysim # fetch programming tool
> ./pySim-read.py -p0 # or ./pySim-read.py -p1 to read out basic information of the
SIM card
> ./pySim-prog.py -p 0 -t sysmoUSIM-SJS1 -a 00000000 -x 208 -y 93 -i
208930000000001 -s 8988211000000110000 --op=1006020f0a478bf6b699f15c062e42b3 -k
8BAF473F2F8FD09487CCCBD7097C6862 # ‘-a 00000000‘ **must be changed to the ADM
key of the SIM card you inserted, otherwise you will lock and cannot change the
SIM card after three failures**.

1
2
3
4
5

The pySim utility [1] is a Python module for programming various programmable SIM cards. The
last command reprograms the SIM card with the following options: ’-t’ (SIM card type), ’-a’ (ADM
key), ’-x’ (Mobile Country Code), ’-y’ (Mobile Network Code), ’-s’ (Integrated Circuit Card ID),
’-op’ (Opcode of the EPC), and ’-k’ (authentication key Ki ).

2.3

EPC (The Evolved Packet Core)

The EPC of an LTE network consists of three components, for which we need to configure their
settings separately:
• MME (Mobility Management Entity): MME is a core component of EPC that manages most
of connections through the UE, the eNodeB and the public Internet.
• HSS (Home Subscriber Server): HSS manages the control messages during the registration
and authentication of UEs.
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• SGW (Serving Gateway) and PGW (Packet Data Network Gateway): SGW and PGW
manage the data flow between UEs and the public Internet.
Before compiling each parts of EPC, the Linux kernel should be upgraded to at least Version
4.7 for the GTP (GPRS Tunnelling Protocol) module:
0
1
2
3
4
5

> git clone https://gitlab.eurecom.fr/oai/linux-4.7.x.git
> cd linux-4.7.x
> sudo dpkg -i \ linux-headers-4.7.7-oaiepc_4.7.7-oaiepc-10.00.Custom_amd64.deb \
linux-image-4.7.7-oaiepc_4.7.7-oaiepc-10.00.Custom_amd64.deb
## reboot
> uname -r # check kernel version of Ubuntu
4.7.7-oaiepc_4.7.7-oaiepc-10.00.Custom

We next talk about how to configure the physical machine used to emulate EPC (the miniworkstation in our current implementation; see Figure 5(2)). We first set a static IP address
for its NIC (Network Interface Card) connected to the machine emulating eNodeB. On the miniworkstation, we configure its NIC ‘eno1‘ as follows:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

> cat /etc/network/interface
auto eno1
iface eno1 inet static
address 192.168.56.102
netmask 255.255.255.0
network 192.168.56.0
gateway 192.168.56.1

We next specify an FQDN (Fully Qualified Domain Name) for the EPC as follows:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

> hostname
epc
> cat /etc/hosts
127.0.0.1 localhost
127.0.1.1 epc.openair4G.eur epc
127.0.1.1 hss.openair4G.eur hss
> hostname -f
epc.openair4G.eur

We then download the openair-cn module from the OpenAirInterface project onto the machine
that emulates EPC:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

# please keep an active internet connection when doing this
git clone https://gitlab.eurecom.fr/oai/openair-cn.git
cd openair-cn
git checkout develop
sudo mkdir -p /usr/local/etc/oai/freeDiameter
sudo cp ~/openair-cn/etc/mme.conf /usr/local/etc/oai
sudo cp ~/openair-cn/etc/hss.conf /usr/local/etc/oai
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7
8
9
10

sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo

cp
cp
cp
cp

~/openair-cn/etc/spgw.conf /usr/local/etc/oai
~/openair-cn/etc/acl.conf /usr/local/etc/oai/freeDiameter
~/openair-cn/etc/mme_fd.conf /usr/local/etc/oai/freeDiameter
~/openair-cn/etc/hss_fd.conf /usr/local/etc/oai/freeDiameter

To emulate EPC, we need to configure its multiple components, MME, HHS, S-GW, and P-GW
(see Figure 1). MME is configured through files mme.conf and mme fd.conf:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

# unchanged if not shown
> cat /usr/local/etc/oai/mme.conf
...
GUMMEI_LIST = ({MCC="208" ; MNC="93"; MME_GID="4" ; MME_CODE="1"; });
TAI_LIST = ({MCC="208" ; MNC="93"; TAC = "1"; });
NETWORK_INTERFACES :
{
MME_INTERFACE_NAME_FOR_S1_MME
= "eno1";
MME_IPV4_ADDRESS_FOR_S1_MME
= "192.168.56.102/24"; # the address set for
interface/eno1
MME_INTERFACE_NAME_FOR_S11_MME = "lo";
MME_IPV4_ADDRESS_FOR_S11_MME
= "127.0.11.1/8";
MME_PORT_FOR_S11_MME
= 2123;
};
...
> cat /usr/local/etc/oai/freeDiameter/mme_fd.conf
...
Identity = "nano.openair4G.eur";
...

Both S-GW and P-GW are configured through file spgw.conf:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

> cat /usr/local/etc/oai/spgw.conf
S-GW :
{
NETWORK_INTERFACES :
{
...
SGW_INTERFACE_NAME_FOR_S1U_S12_S4_UP = "eno1";
SGW_IPV4_ADDRESS_FOR_S1U_S12_S4_UP = "192.168.56.102/24" # the address set for
interface/eno1
SGW_IPV4_PORT_FOR_S1U_S12_S4_UP
= 2152;
};
...
}
P-GW =
{
NETWORK_INTERFACES :
{
...
PGW_INTERFACE_NAME_FOR_SGI
= "eno1";
PGW_MASQUERADE_SGI
= "yes";
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19
20
21

UE_TCP_MSS_CLAMPING
};
...

= "no";

Finally, HSS is configured through file hss.conf. In the openair-cn module, HSS uses a mysql
database to manage UE information, and the database is configured through file oai db.sql as
follows:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

> cat /usr/local/etc/oai/hss.conf
MYSQL_user = "root";
MYSQL_pass = "linux"; #Put here the root password of mysql database that was
provided during installation
OPERATOR_key = "1006020f0a478bf6b699f15c062e42b3"; # OP key for oai_db.sql, must
match to that of UE Sim card, OP_Key
...
> cat ~/openair-cn/src/oai_hss/db/oai_db.sql
...
(7, ’epc.openair4G.eur’, ’openair4G.eur’, 0) # add an entry to "INSERT INTO
‘mmeidentity‘(...)"
...

With all the components of EPC properly configured, we can now install EPC:
0
1
2

> cd ./openair-cn/SCRIPTS
> ./build_mme -I && ./build_hss -i && ./build_spgw # install dependent packages
> ./build_mme && ./build_hss && ./build_spgw # compiling

To connect a UE with the EPC, we need to add its pre-programmed SIM card information into
its database (unless the information is already stored in the database):
0
1
2

3

> mysql -u root -p
> mysql > use oai_db
> mysql > INSERT INTO users (‘imsi‘, ‘msisdn‘, ‘imei‘, ‘imei_sv‘, ‘ms_ps_status‘,
‘rau_tau_timer‘, ‘ue_ambr_ul‘, ‘ue_ambr_dl‘, ‘access_restriction‘, ‘mme_cap‘,
‘mmeidentity_idmmeidentity‘, ‘key‘, ‘RFSP-Index‘, ‘urrp_mme‘, ‘sqn‘, ‘rand‘,
‘OPc‘) VALUES (’208930000000001’, ’33638060010’, NULL, NULL, ’PURGED’, ’120’,
’50000000’, ’100000000’, ’47’, ’0000000000’, ’3’,
0x8BAF473F2F8FD09487CCCBD7097C6862, ’1’, ’0’, ’0’,
0x00000000000000000000000000000000, ’’);
> mysql > INSERT INTO pdn (‘id‘, ‘apn‘, ‘pdn_type‘, ‘pdn_ipv4‘, ‘pdn_ipv6‘,
‘aggregate_ambr_ul‘, ‘aggregate_ambr_dl‘, ‘pgw_id‘, ‘users_imsi‘, ‘qci‘,
‘priority_level‘,‘pre_emp_cap‘,‘pre_emp_vul‘, ‘LIPA-Permissions‘) VALUES (’60’,
’oai.ipv4’,’IPV4’, ’0.0.0.0’, ’0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0’, ’50000000’, ’100000000’, ’3’,
’208930000000001’, ’9’, ’15’, ’DISABLED’, ’ENABLED’, ’LIPA-ONLY’);

We can now emulate the different components of EPC with the following commands (some
screenshots are shown in Figures 16-18 in the Appendix):
14

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

2.4

#
>
>
>
>
#
>

run only for first time, generate user database
cd ~/openair-cn/SCRIPTS
./check_hss_s6a_certificate /usr/local/etc/oai/freeDiameter/ hss.openair4G.eur
./check_mme_s6a_certificate /usr/local/etc/oai/freeDiameter/ epc.openair4G.eur
./run_hss -i ~/openair-cn/SRC/OAI_HSS/db/oai_db.sql
regular execution later
./run_hss && ./run_mme && ./run_spgw # a separate window for each part is
recommended for better monitoring

eNodeB (E-UTRAN Node B or Evolved Node B)

To emulate eNodeB properly, we first need to ensure that the USRP driver has been installed. If
Ubuntu is used, Version 16.04 is recommended because the USRP driver is installed by default,
but it is not the case for Version 17.04. If older versions are used, there may be issues during the
building process of the emulation code.
Moreover, the low-latency Ubuntu kernel is recommended for the stability of eNodeB emulation.
The following command installs the low-latency Ubuntu kernel:
0
1

# you can choose any version of Ubuntu kernel with low-latency
> sudo apt install linux-image-4.8.0-58-lowlatency

On the machine used to emulate eNodeB (i.e., the laptop shown in Figure 5(1)), we configure
the static IP address of its NIC connected to the machine that emulates eNodeB (i.e., the miniworkstation shown in Figure 5(2)). In our current implementation, we configure interface ’enp3s0’
on the laptop as follows:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

cat /etc/network/interface
auto enp3s0
iface enp3s0 inet static
address 192.168.56.101
netmask 255.255.255.0
network 192.168.56.0
gateway 192.168.56.1

It is noted that the network addresses of the NICs that connect the two machines emulating EPC
and eNodeB must be the same. In our example, interface ’enp3s0’ on the laptop and interface
’eno1’ on the mini-workstation share the same network address 192.168.56.0/24.
In OpenAirInterface, eNodeB is emulated with a different module, openairinterface5g, from
EPC, and we thus need to download and build its codebase separately:
0
1
2
3
4
5

>
>
>
>
>
>

git clone https://gitlab.eurecom.fr/oai/openairinterface5g.git
cd ./openairinterface5G
git checkout develop
source oaienv
cd cmake_targets
./build_oai -w USRP -x -I --eNB # -I for first time installation with dependent
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6
7

packages
or
> ./build_oai -w USRP -x -c --eNB # for rebuild without re-install dependencies

We then configure the setting of eNodeB, assuming that band 4 is used:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

> cat ~/openairinterface5g/targets/PROJECTS/GENERIC-LTE-EPC/
CONF/enb.band4.tm1.usrpb210.conf
...
tracking_area_code = "1";
mobile_country_code = "208"; # the 3 values should be the same as the ‘TAI_LIST‘ in
mme.conf above
mobile_network_code = "93"; # otherwise eNB will failed to connect to EPC
////////// MME parameters:
mme_ip_address
= ( { ipv4
EPC computer
ipv6
= "192:168:30::17";
active
= "yes";
preference = "ipv4";
}
);
NETWORK_INTERFACES :
{
ENB_INTERFACE_NAME_FOR_S1_MME
ENB_IPV4_ADDRESS_FOR_S1_MME
interface/enp3s0
ENB_INTERFACE_NAME_FOR_S1U
ENB_IPV4_ADDRESS_FOR_S1U
ENB_PORT_FOR_S1U
};
...

= "192.168.56.102"; # IP address of interface at
# arbitrary

= "enp3s0";
= "192.168.56.101/24"; # the address set for
= "enp3s0";
= "192.168.56.101/24";
= 2152; # Spec 2152

If the UE does not use the default bands used by OpenAirInterface, they need to be configured
separately.
The following command starts the emulation of eNodeB, with some screenshots shown in Figures 19-22 in the Appendix:
0
1
2

# please connect USRP B210 by USB 3.0 port, and make sure you installed drivers if
using Ubuntu 17.04
> sudo -E ./lte-softmodem -O $OPENAIR_DIR/targets/PROJECTS/GENERIC-LTE-EPC
/CONF/enb.band4.tm1.usrpb210.conf -d
# or other paths you put configuration files in.
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3

Fuzzing Functionality

The LEFT testbed illustrated in Figure 3 can be abstracted into the following diagram. The LTE
emulator interacts with the UE through the USRP B210 board. The UE is controlled by a computer
over USB with ADB (Android Debug Bridge) commands. The computer also runs a fuzzer written
in Python and parse the ADB responses from the UE to assess its current state. The Python fuzzer
implements a genetic algorithm to search optimal configurations of the LTE emulator such that they
can reveal as many unhealthy states of the UE as possible. Each candidate configuration generated
from the fuzzer is used to configure the instrumented LTE emulator, which keeps communicating
with the UE under assessment.
Python fuzzer
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eNodeB Emulator

Figure 9: The control flow diagram of LEFT

3.1

Python fuzzer

The Python fuzzer implements a genetic algorithm to configure the instrumented LTE emulator
(see Section 3.3). In a genetic algorithm, each generation consists of a population of chromosomes.
In each iteration of the algorithm, the fitness score of each individual chromosome in the current
generation is evaluated. Based on these fitness scores, the next generation of the population is
generated by genetic operations, such as mutation and crossover. The algorithm terminates when
certain criteria have been met.
In LEFT, each chromosome is a configuration of the instrumented LTE emulator. In Section 3.3,
we will discuss how to instrument the original OpenAirInterface LTE emulator and how to configure
it with a chromosome sent from the Python fuzzer. The pseudo code for the Python fuzzer is given
as follows:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

# the initial population
Randomly generate a group G of K chromosomes (K = 8 in our experiments)
While G does not meet the termination criteria:
# evaluate the current generation
For each chromosome c in chromosome group G:
Send chromosome c to the eNodeB emulator # tcp/udp socket
Waiting for responses from the UE
Get responses from the UE
Calculate a fitness score for the current chromosome c
Store the fitness score to a fitness score list
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Reset cellphone (turn on/off airplane mode) and clear the logs
end for
# execute the genetic algorithm to generate the next generation
Create a empty chromosome group H
For each of the N chromosomes with largest fitness scores in G
Mutate the chromosome and add it to H
End for
For each pair of the N chromosomes with largest fitness scores in G
Generate a crossover chromosome from the pair and add it to H
End for
While(size of group H < K):
Randomly generate a new chromosome and add it to H
End while
# generate new generation
G = H
End while

The Python fuzzer is configurable in LEFT:
• The evaluation duration for each chromosome (i.e. one configuration sent to the eNodeB
emulator) affects the overall execution time as well as the convergence rate of the genetic
algorithm. Currently we set the the evaluation time of each chromosome to be 30 seconds by
default.
• The number of chromosomes in each generation of the genetic algorithm also affects its convergence rate. In the current implementation of LEFT, the population size of each generation
is set to be 8 chromosomes by default.
To execute the Python fuzzer, we need to connect the UE under test to the computer that
emulates the eNodeB through USB. Also, it is necessary to enable the debugging authorization by
clicking on ‘USB debugging‘ in the ‘Developer Options‘ of the UE (see Figure 10). We then run
command python3 ga.py inside the project directory to start running the fuzzer, and terminate
it by pressing ’Ctrl-C’ when needed.

3.2

Fitness score calculation

To evaluate the fitness score of a chromosome, we consider various types of responses from the UE:
• Error/warning: we observe responses from the UE after executing command adb logcat -d
or adb shell dmesg
0
1
2

> adb logcat -d
...
07-24 19:12:59.758 1307 9122 W GooglePlayServicesUtil: Google Play services
is missing.
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Figure 10: USB debugging option
3

07-24 19:12:59.758 1307 9122 W DecoderFlagGetter: Cannot get gconfig value,
GMS not available
07-24 19:14:23.616 679 723 E QCOM PowerHAL: Failed to acquire lock.
07-24 19:14:23.660 679 707 I BatteryStatsImpl: Resetting battery stats:
level=100 status=5 dischargeLevel=100 lowAmount=0 highAmount=0
07-24 19:14:24.259 679 694 D lights : set_light_leds: type=0,
color=0x0064000000, fM=0, fOnMS=0, fOffMs=0.
07-24 19:14:24.259 679 694 D lights : write_leds: color=0x00000000,
delay_on=0, delay_off=0, blink="0x00000000 0 0".
07-24 19:14:24.685 679 1306 I ActivityManager: Killing
7119:org.cyanogenmod.providers.datausage/1000 (adj 15): empty for 2528s
...

4
5
6
7
8
9

From the responses, we search keywords that indicate errors/warnings during packet transmissions or authentication. Such keywords include, but are not limited to, ’error’, ’warning’,
’fault’, ’fail’, ’unknown’, ’cannot’, and ’unable’. We count the number of lines that contain
these keywords in calculating the fitness score.
• Resource usage: we execute command adb shell dumpsys to get statistics of resource usage.
– CPU usage: Running adb shell dumpsys cpuinfo returns the current CPU usage used
by each process. We use the sum of the CPU usages by all the processes when calculating
the fitness score.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

> adb shell dumpsys cpuinfo
Load: 10.28 / 10.31 / 10.57
CPU usage from 165661ms to 21812ms ago with 99% awake:
0.3% 679/system_server: 0.2% user + 0.1% kernel / faults: 164 minor
0.2% 896/com.android.systemui: 0.1% user + 0% kernel / faults: 209 minor
0% 2017/mpdecision: 0% user + 0% kernel
0% 258/logd: 0% user + 0% kernel
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7
8
9
10
11

0% 10209/kworker/u:1: 0% user + 0% kernel
0% 10042/kworker/u:3: 0% user + 0% kernel
0% 287/surfaceflinger: 0% user + 0% kernel
0% 8627/kworker/0:1: 0% user + 0% kernel
...

– Memory usage: Running command adb shell dumpsys meminfo returns the current
memory usage of overall system and also that of each process. We use the real-time
applications memory usage when calculating the fitness score.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

> adb shell dumpsys meminfo
Applications Memory Usage (kB):
Uptime: 538464033 Realtime: 614345025
Total PSS by process:
106899 kB: com.android.systemui (pid 896 / activities)
86732 kB: system (pid 679)
75984 kB: com.android.settings (pid 8132 / activities)
52112 kB: com.android.phone (pid 1375)
48416 kB: com.mokee.nox (pid 1411 / activities)
36896 kB: surfaceflinger (pid 287)
36323 kB: com.google.android.inputmethod.latin (pid 1307)
28778 kB: com.apkpure.aegon (pid 8790)
17312 kB: healthd (pid 284)
...

– Power consumption: Running command adb shell dumpsys batterystats returns
the current battery usage.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

> adb shell dumpsys batterystats
Statistics since last charge:
System starts: 0, currently on battery: false
Time on battery: 4s 548ms (0.5%) realtime, 4s 549ms (0.5%) uptime
Time on battery screen off: 1s 526ms (0.2%) realtime, 1s 526ms (0.2%)
uptime
...
All partial wake locks:
Wake lock 1001 RILJ: 56ms (0 times) realtime
0:
Total cpu time: u=10ms s=274ms p=0mAh
...

To obtain the average state of the UE during the entire session of evaluating a chromosome,
we measure the CPU, memory, and battery usages at multiple times and then take their
means when calculating the fitness score.
• Externally observable states of the UE include the following:
– The UE becomes frozen and unresponsive;
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– The UE reboots itself;
– The UE has connectivity issues.
These observable states can be directly used when calculating the fitness score.

It is noted that some other tools can also be used to monitor the states of the UE for evaluating
its fitness score. For example, we can use manufacturer-provided debugging tools in LEFT. For
phones using Qualcomm SoC, we can use /dev/diag to obtain detailed radio information of the
modem or use diag mdlog to generate logs. We can then obtain the logs through USB using
command setprop sys.usb.config diag, acm, adb on Samsung cellphones. Due to the short
period of the project, we have not explored these tools yet but they will remain as our future work
in enriching the features of LEFT.
We calculate the overall fitness score F of each candidate chromosome as a weighted sum of the
fitness scores from different responses of a UE:
F = Wlogcat ∗ Flogcat + Wdmesg ∗ Fdmesg + Wcpu ∗ Fcpu + Wmem ∗ Fmem + Wbattery ∗ Fbattery
where

Flogcat = log(proportion of lines that contain error or warning keywords in the logs)

(1)

Fdmesg = log(proportion of fault/error/warning messages)

(2)

Fcpu = average CPU usage

(3)

Fmem = average memory usage

(4)

Fbattery = average battery usage

(5)

Currently we are still experimenting with different weights. An example setting of the weights
can be: Wlogcat = 1.0, Wlogcat = 1.0, Wcpu = 0.2, Wcpu = 0.2, and Wcpu = 0.1. We shall report our
experiences with these weights after extensive experiments are performed.
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3.3

Instrumentation of eNodeB emulation
Data req

Data req
PHY

Data req
MAC

Data ind

RLC)

Data ind

PDCP

Data obtain

Upper layer

Data ind

Figure 11: Data flow inside the OpenAirInterface eNodeB emulator. Data req (request): lower layer
requests data from upper layer; data ind (indication): upper layer provides requested data to lower
layer; data obtain: PDCP layer obtains data from its upper application layer when data requests
comes from its lower layer.

Once the chromosome is received from the Python fuzzer, the eNodeB emulator uses it to instantiate
a local configuration data structure. Based on this data structure, the eNodeB emulator decides
whether to change the variables inside those functions that affect the data flow and eventually
the packets sent to the UE. The causal relationships among the configuration (i.e., chromosome),
internal variables of the eNodeB emulator, and packets from eNodeB to UE are illustrated in
Figure 12. Since a chromosome is used to instantiate the variables inside the eNodeB emulator,
changing its value affects the behavior of the eNodeB and thereby the packets that it generates and
sends to the UE.

configuration

Variables in emulator

Packets to UE

Figure 12: Causal relationships used for fuzzing by the eNodeB emulator
We instrument the eNodeB emulator to support fuzzing packets sent to the UE by adding the
following configuration thread to it:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Create a network socket to wait for a chromosome from Python fuzzer
Obtain a chromosome from Python fuzzer
Parse the chromosome into a configuration structure:
check each bit of incoming chromosome
if the bit is set:
set the corresponding field(s) of the structure to a random value
else:
set the corresponding field(s) of the structure to zero
end if
end parse
for each variable we want to fuzz that affects the data flow
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11
12
13

search the corresponding configuration bits of the variable
set the variable to be the XOR of the configuration bits and its original
value
end for

More details about the instrumented eNodeB emulator are provided as follows:
• Each chromosome obtained from the Python fuzzer is a bitmap;
• A 32-bit integer is used to represent a chromosome, which corresponds to 32 boolean values;
• Each field of the global configuration structure is randomly generated if the corresponding
bit in the chromosome has been set.
• LEFT only fuzzes packets on the LTE downlink, which transmits data packets from EPC
through eNodeB, to UE. In contrast, packets transmitted on the LTE uplink are not fuzzed
by LEFT.
• LEFT does not fuzz SDUs (Service Data Units), which are passed down from the upper layer
which have not yet been encapsulated into a protocol data unit (PDU) by the current layer,
because we want to control the fuzzing activities based on the functionalities provided by
each layer.
• At the PDCP (Packet Data Convergence Protocol) layer, which is responsible for encryption
and integrity of IP packets from the upper layer, we only fuzz the encryption of data plane
packets at the following two places:
– PDU header of user plane:
struct pdcp user plane data pdu header with long sn,
defined in openair2/LAYER2/PDCP v10.1.0/pdcp primitives.h:64,
used in openair2/LAYER2/PDCP v10.1.0/pdcp.c:236,
two fields used for fuzzing.
– Encryption parameters when enforcing security protection on data plane packets:
stream cipher t,
defined in openair2/UTIL/OSA/osa defs.h:75,
used in openair2/LAYER2/PDCP v10.1.0/pdcp security.c:122,
six fields used for fuzzing.
• The RLC (Radio Link Control) layer reorders packets from the PDCP layer and assembles
them into a large data unit, and also implements some ARQ (Automatic Repeat reQuest)
mechanism. The fuzzing behavior at the RLC layer depends on its three transmission modes:
– AM (Acknowledged Mode) requires the receiver to continuously send indications to the
sender for confirming that it has successfully received the message. Its downlink data
flow is given as follows:
1. Receive an SDU from the upper layer;
2. Put the SDU into the transmission buffer;
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3. Segment or concatenate the SDU into an RLC PDU when MAC permits transmission;
4. Add an RLC header to the RLC PDU;
5. Make a copy of the transmission buffer for a possible retransmission;
6. Send the RLC PDU to the next layer (MAC).
– UM (Unacknowledged Mode) does not require any acknowledgment from the receiver.
Its downlink data flow is given as follows:
1. Receive an SDU from the upper layer;
2. Put the SDU into the transmission buffer;
3. Segment or Concatenate the SDU into an RLC PDU when MAC permits transmission;
4. Add an RLC header to the RLC PDU;
5. Send the RLC PDU to the next layer (MAC).
– TM (Transparent Mode) has no header and segments in its packets so the data go
through this layer transparently without any modification.
LEFT does not fuzz TM packets, and does fuzzing at the RLC segment/concatenate level for
both AM and UM packets.
LEFT also supports fuzzing of the ARQ mechanism for AM packets inside the eNodeB emulator, which is done by responding to the UE with wrong information about its status, or
sending malformed ARQ request packets to the UE.
• For the MAC (Media Access Control) layer, which schedules all logical channels, LEFT currently does not support fuzzing here.
• The main functions of RRC (Radio Resource Control) include connection establishment and
release, broadcast of system information, radio bearer establishment, reconfiguration and release, and RRC connection mobility procedures. It not only relays packets from the upper
layer, but also generates control/signal packets based on request packets from UEs and updates internal states of the emulator accordingly. From the perspective of data/packets flow,
we instrument fuzzing procedures in two types:
– For packets from the upper layer, LEFT fuzzes the PDU header:
∗ struct DL DCCH MESSAGE t dl dcch msg
Defined in COMMON/rrc messages types.h:53;
Used in openair2/RRC/LITE/rrc eNB S1AP.c:845;
One field available for fuzzing.
– For packets created by the RRC layer, LEFT fuzzes both the response type (a switch
statement handling different incoming requests from UEs) and PDUs:
∗ struct UL CCCH MESSAGE t ul ccch msg Defined in COMMON/rrc messages types.h:55;
Used in openair2/RRC/LITE/rrc eNB.c:4099;
One field is available for fuzzing.
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∗ struct UL DCCH MESSAGE t ul dcch msg
Defined in COMMON/rrc messages types.h:56;
Used in openair2/RRC/LITE/rrc eNB.c:4485;
Two fields are available for fuzzing.
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4

Results and Analysis

We use the command ping to www.google.com (Figure 13) and EPC gateway (172.16.0.1) (Figure
14) to measure the connectivity of the UE.

Figure 13: Ping to www.google.com

Figure 14: Ping to PDN gateway
The Python fuzzer also prints out the chromosomes it uses and the fitness scores it has calculated
in each iteration (Figure 15).
Fuzzing at PDCP and RLC layers causes connectivity issues in UE:
• The UE cannot connect to Internet a few seconds after connecting to eNodeB.
• When the Python fuzzer evaluates some chromosomes, the UE cannot connect to eNodeB,
and in some cases eNodeB itself crashes in some experiments.
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Figure 15: Python fuzzer execution
• When the UE loses the connection with the eNodeB, it cannot attach to the same EPC
anymore even through a normal eNodeB, unless we restart HSS and MME in EPC, which
means the EPC has some run-time information about the UE saved inside preventing the UE
from attaching to the eNodeB.
Fuzzing at RRC layer causes connectivity issues in UE:
• The UE cannot connect to any eNode for several minutes.
• The waitTime field in the RRC connection reject packets will make the UE start a new
timer set with its value and wait until the timer expires. The value of waitTime is limited
between 1 to 16 secs in specification. However, some modem manufacturers are negligent in
implementing this limitation, and as a result, their UEs suspend for a long period of time.
• The UE will close the RRC connection setup procedure for a long period of time (tens of
minutes) after receiving five RRC connection reject packets.
• The connectivity issue has to be resolved by rebooting the UE.
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The results of all five cellphones we tested are as follows:
Table 1: Evaluation results of commodity cell phones
A1
O
O
O
O
O

Cellphone
Samsung Galaxy S5
Asus Zenfone
BLU Life One X2
LG G5
Google Nexus 5X

B2

C3

O

O
O
O

*

We have encountered three types of connectivity issues in our experiments with five
different cell phones:
1. Disconnected from our rogue eNodeB
2. The RRC connection procedure stopped for a long period of time once rejected
3. UE cannot attach to any eNodeB until it is rebooted
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Figure 16: Screenshot of HSS emulation
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Figure 17: Screenshot of MME emulation
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Figure 18: Screenshot of SGW and PGW emulation
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Figure 19: Screenshot of eNodeB emulation
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Figure 20: Screenshot of eNodeB statistics
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Figure 21: Screenshot of eNodeB layer statistics
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Figure 22: Screenshot of the link between eNodeB and UE
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